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The University of Minnesota Press is our featured press for this issue, thanks to the information supplied by Alison Aten of their Marketing Department. Established in 1925, the University of Minnesota Press published over seventy books last year on topics ranging from literary and cultural theory, Native American studies, feminist studies, gay and lesbian studies to Upper Midwest studies. One lone journal title rounds out their production schedule: *Wicazo'Sa Review*.

U. of Minnesota Press Bestsellers


Two 1997 “best kept secret” titles that the University of Minnesota Press hopes will make a future bestseller list are: Francois Dosse’s *The History of Structuralism* (2 volumes, ISBN 081662240x $85.00) and a biography on naturalist Sigurd Olson entitled *A Wilderness Within: the Life of Sigurd F. Olson* (ISBN 0816628424 $24.95). With a good review in *The New York Times Book Review* this last book is destined for stardom.
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**Access Primary Chemical Information—ASAP!**

**From the American Chemical Society**

Visit http://pubs.acs.org to find out why ACS Web Editions are setting the standard in electronic STM publications. Rich in content, features, and functionality, Web Editions bring acclaimed ACS journals right to the desktop with special enhancements that print editions can’t deliver.
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